As you visit each area of the Garden,
write your observations in the spaces below!
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Area 3

As you explore today, don’t forget to slow down. You’ll
notice so many more amazing things! If you are short
on time, pick one or two areas from our list and save
the rest for your next visit.

Area 4

The plants invite lots of interesting animals to the
Garden, so walk softly and use quiet voices for a
better chance of catching a glimpse of the wildlife.

Area 5

Navigate to each spot using your Garden map and if
you see an interesting path, take it - there is usually
more than one beautiful way to get from here to there!

Area 6

Try This!
Try This!
Find your way to the terraced lawn between
the Conservatory and the Rose Garden.
Once at the top, roll all the way down. Next,
skip your way up and down the hill. Can you
think of other ways to move your body from
the top of the hill to the bottom or from the
bottom to the top? Try them out!

If you have extra time, find a comfortable spot to
sit and play a quiet game of “I spy”. When that’s
exhausted, use your other senses! Try playing “I hear”
in different Garden areas - are there any surprises?

Garden Discoveries

Use the Garden map to help you
navigate this Kid Quest!
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ind your way to the glass Conservatory,
#5 on the map. Inside, warm
temperatures allow us to grow beautiful
tropical and desert plants that will not survive
cold winters outside. Search high and low in
each room for the colors of the rainbow. Can
you find something red, orange, yellow, green,
blue and violet in each space?
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he West Island Garden, #8 on
your map, contains wetland plants
with unique adaptations for survival. As
you walk the paths, search the edges
of the waterway for knobby “knees”
emerging from the soil. Scientists
believe these roots spread far from the
base of the Bald Cypress tree to help
the tree balance in soggy soil. How
many tree knees can you count?

Write which colors you discovered
on the back of this sheet.
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he upper Asian Valley, #7 on
the map, features a tranquil pond
surrounded by plants from East Asia.
Find the boardwalk that leads onto
the small peninsula. Can you spot any
animals in or near the water? Why is
this a good habitat for them? Imitate the
animals’ movement as you travel to your
next destination.

ithin Flagler Garden (#9), find
Flagler Pavilion, which is labeled
with an arrow on the map. This serene
spot is perfect for listening to the birds
and the wind in the trees. Take a
moment to lie on your back and gaze at
the sky. What color is it today? Are there
clouds? What do they look like? Do you
see anything else in the sky today?

List the animals you saw on the back
of this sheet.

Describe the sky on the back of this
sheet.

ollow your nose to the peaceful Rose
Garden, #6 on the map. As you walk
across the stone terrace, notice the mazelike pattern, called a labyrinth. Slowly
following the path to the center and back
brings a feeling of calmness. Try it out!
Now search the plants for flowers,
buds, and prickles, which most
people call thorns. Can you find all
those parts this time of year?
List the parts of the plant you
found on the back of this sheet.

Write how many tree knees you
spotted on the back of this sheet.
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s you stand at Flagler Pavilion and
look out over the vast green lawn,
search the opposite end for an extremely
large sculpture. Walk the path or
traverse the lawn to reach the sculpture,
which is named “Slow Dance.” As you
continue to explore the Garden,
search for other sculptures tucked
among the plants.
Describe one other sculpture
you find on the back of this
sheet.

